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Funds for Ukraine: More Slaughter Without Victory? Conversations with Jack Rasmus and
Peter Koenig

By Michael Welch, Peter Koenig, and Dr. Jack Rasmus, May 04, 2024

In recent months, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has practically been begging
governments in the U.S. and across the Western world for more weapons to direct toward
the Russian aggressors.

US Congress Approves $91 Billion Aid Package for Ukraine, Israel, and Taiwan

By Peter Koenig and Michael Welch, May 06, 2024

Subject  to  revision,  initial  reports  of  the  composition  of  the  $61  billion  [for  Ukraine]
indicate $23.2 billion of it will go to pay US arms producers for weapons that have already
been produced and delivered to Ukraine.

U.S. vs. China: Who Really Stands for Peace?

By Megan Russell, May 06, 2024

The US has a long history of involvement in overseas conflict; this isn’t the first time we’ve
had to fight back against militants in power, and it won’t be the last. Now, the US clearly has
its sights set on China. Billions of dollars have already been spent militarizing the Asia-
Pacific,  surrounding China with military bases and conducting threatening war games– the
US military’s version of peacocking.
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Ireland, Belarus and Britain – Immigration Hypocrisy

By Gavin OReilly, May 06, 2024

Since November 2022, the southern Irish State has been rocked by protests related to the
current immigration policy of Leinster House, which has seen vast amount of male migrants
placed  into  wildly  unsuitable  locations  such  as  an  inner  city  office  block  and  children’s
primary school, with no prior consultation being held beforehand with representatives of the
communities where these men had been placed.

Sudan’s Conflict and Resulting Starvation

By Steven Sahiounie, May 06, 2024

Sudan’s brutal civil war began just over a year ago, after the country’s two leading military
men who had staged a coup together began an armed battle with each other and their
forces. The SAF and the RSF battle for control and resources, while the civilians pay the
heaviest price.

Lessons from COVID-19: Fascism, Globalism, and the “Medical-Industrial Complex”

By Dr. Robert Malone, May 06, 2024

“Medical  Industrial  Complex”  refers  to  the  increasingly  powerful,  transnational,  public-
private partnerships linking academia, pharma/biotech and both national government and
supra-governmental organizations such as the United Nations and its Agenda 2030 treaty,
the World  Health  Organization and its  International  Health  Regulations,  and the World
Economic Foundation among others.

Video: Medical Expert: COVID Vaccines Killed More Americans Than Vietnam

By Dr. Pierre Kory and Tucker Carlson, May 06, 2024

What the CDC, Big Pharma, Big Vaccine, Big Medicine and Big Media don’t want you to know
about  the mortality  and chronic  illnesses following the so-called “safe and effective”,  fast-
tracked Covid vaccines – an experiment that failed miserably and has killed more Americans
than were killed in the Vietnam War!
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